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Abstract

3(a) If the input was a statement, an English sentence
is generated from the SNePS term representing
the main proposition expressed by the input, and
this generated statement is output preceded by the
canned phrase "I understand that".
(b) If the input was a question, the answer to the question is retrieved or inferred based on Cassie’s current beliefs, and that answer is output in English.
(c) If the input was a command, Cassie carries out
the command,and outputs generated English sentences expressing what she is doing as she is doing
it.

Wehave enhanced a computational cognitive agent by
embodyingit with real and simulated bodies operating in real and simulated worlds. This has allowed us
to experiment with various ways that embodimentinfluences the creation and meaningof the agent’s beliefs and other terms in its knowledgebase, including: symbol-groundingby perception and action; firstperson privileged knowledge; the representation and
use of indexicals; having a personal sense of time; and
low-level bodily awareness.

Introduction
Wehave been engaged in a series of projects in which
Cassie, the SNePScognitive agent (Shapiro & Rapaport
1987; Shapiro 1989; Shapiro & Rapaport 1991; 1992;
Shapiro & The SNePS Implementation Group 1998),
has been incorporated into a hardware or softwaresimulated cognitive robot. The capabilities of the embodied Cassie have included: input and output in fragments of English; reasoning; performance of primitive
and composite acts; and vision. In this paper, I give an
overview of these projects, and discuss someof the ways
embodimentinfluences the creation and meaning of the
agent’s beliefs and other terms in its knowledgebase.
The issues discussed are: symbol-grounding by perception and action; first-person privileged knowledge; the
representation and use of indexicals; having a personal
sense of time; and low-level bodily awareness.

Of course, something might go wrong--Cassie might
not understand the input, might not be able to answer
the question, or might not be able to carry out the
command.

Interaction
with Cassie
Interaction with Cassie is carried out in a fragment of
English implemented in an ATNanalysis/generation
grammar (see (Shapiro 1982; 1989)). Each input
be a statement, a question, or a command.A summary
of the I/O loop is:
1. The input is analyzed using syntax, semantics, and
pragmatics, along with all of Cassie’s current beliefs,
supplemented by inference if needed, by interaction
with the (real or simulated) world if needed, and
clarification dialogue with the user if needed.
2. Analysis of the input may result in new terms being
introduced into Cassie’s belief space, some of which
might represent new beliefs (see (Shapiro 1993)).

¯ Cassie;
¯ Stu, a human supervisor;

The
FEVAHR
From 1994 to 1997, we were involved in a project sponsored by NASAto embody Cassie as a "Foveal ExtraVehicular Activity Helper-Retriever (FEVAHR)."For
the hardware version of this robot, we used a commercial Nomadrobot enhanced, by Amherst Systems, Inc.,
with a foveal vision system consisting of a pair of cameras with associated hardware and software. The Nomad came supplied with sonar, bumpers, and wheels.
Cassie, in her role as a FEVAHR,
operates in a 17’ ×
17’ room containing:

¯ Bill, another human;
¯ a green robot;
¯ three indistinguishable red robots.
(In the actual room in which the Nomadrobot operated, "Stu" was a yellow cube, "Bill" was a blue cube,
the green robot was a green ball, and the red robots
were red balls.) Cassie is always talking to either Stu
or Bill (initially to Stu). That person addresses Cassie
when he talks, and Cassie always addresses that person when she talks. Cassie can be told to talk to the
other person, or to find, look at, go to, or follow any
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of the people or robots in the room. Cassie can also
engage in conversations on a limited number of other
topics in a fragment of English, similar to some of the
conversations in (Shapiro 1989).

The Architecture

The Nomad Simulator uses the simulator that was
included with the Nomadrobot, enhanced by a simulation of the FEVAHR’s
world and its vision system.
It is significant that no code at the KLor PMLalevels
need be changed when switching among these four different simulations and the hardware robot. All that is
required is a different PMLw
file that just prints a message, or makes calls to its appropriate PMLcsub-level.

of Embodied Cassie

The architecture we have been using for the embodied
Cassie is GLAIR(Grounded Layered Architecture with
Integrated Reasoning) (Hexmoor, Lammens, & Shapiro
1993; Lammens, Hexmoor, & Shapiro 1995). This is
three-level architecture consisting of:

Terms, Entities,

The Knowledge Level (KL): the location of symbolic "conscious" reasoning, implemented by the
SNePS Knowledge Representation
and Reasoning
(KR&R)system, in which terms of the SNePSlogical language represent the mental entities conceived
of and reasoned about by Cassie;
The Perceptuo-Motor
Level (PML): the location
of routine behaviors that can be carried out without
thinking about each step, and of the data objects that
these behaviors operate on;
The Sensori-Actuator
Level (SAL): the location
of control of individual sensors and effectors.
SNePS (and hence the KL) is implemented in Common
Lisp. The SAL has been implemented in C. The PML
has been implemented in three sub-levels:
1. The highest subqevel (which I will refer to as PMLa)
has been implemented in CommonLisp, and contains
the definitions of the functions that implement the
activity represented by SNePSaction-terms.

Symbols, and Objects

Cassie uses SNePSterms to think about the objects in
her world. These objects, as Cassie conceives of them,
are Cassie’s mental entities, and may correspond more
or less well with objects in the real world. Whenthe
hardware Nomadis being used, there really are objects
in the real world. However, when one of the simulators
is being used, we must use simulated objects that are,
nevertheless, distinct from the SNePSterms that represent them. The simulated objects we use are Common
Lisp symbols1 in the WORLD
package. It will be remembered that these symbols reside in the PMLwlevel of
the GLAIRarchitecture.
For example, Cassie uses the individual constant
B5 to represent Bill, and at the beginning of the
interaction she has the following two beliefs about
him (expressions of SNePS logic will be shown using the syntax of SNePSLOG(Shapiro et al. 1981;
Shapiro & The SNePS Implementation Group 1998,
Chapter 7), one of the available SNePSinterface langnages):
Person(B5)
Propername(BS, "Bill")
That is, the term B5 denotes the mental entity, a person named "Bill". Meanwhile, the simulated Bill is
W0RLD:BILL;
the vision researchers actually used a big
blue cube to stand in for Bill; and the real Bill is down
the hall in his office.

2. The middle sub-level (henceforth PMLw)contains
set of Common
Lisp symbols and functions defined in
the WORLD
package which use CommonLisp’s foreign
function facility to link to
3. the lowest sub-level (henceforth PMLc), which has
been a C implementation of "behavioral networks"
(Hexmoor 1995).
The CommonLisp programs, PMLc, and the SAL run
on different processes, and, in some circumstances, on
different machines.
During development of the KL part of the FEVAHR,
and subsequently, we used several simulations of the
robot and of the world it operates in:
The ASCII Simulation replaces everything
below
PMLa,with functions which just print an indication
of what the FEVAHRwould do;
The Garnet Simulation
simulates
the FEVAHR
and its world by Garnet (Gar 1993) objects in
Garnet window.
The VRML Simulation
simulates
the FEVAHR
and its world by VRML(Virtual Reality Modeling
Language, see http://www.vrml.org/)
objects
visible through a World-Wide Webbrowser.

Embodiment and Beliefs
Symbol-Grounding by Perception
Symbol-grounding, as discussed by Harnad (Harnad
1990) and others, deals with the grounding of KRsymbols in nonsymbolic representations of perceptions of
real-world objects. One way to focus on the issue is to
consider two ways for a computational cognitive agent
to convince us that she understands the color green.
One way is purely in language--name green things, contrast them with things of other colors, discuss different
shades of green, etc. Another way is to pick out green
things in the real world. Building and experimenting
with cognitive robots gives us the ability to experiment
with and demonstrate this latter way of showing "understanding."
1 In the Garnetsimulation, we use structured objects, but
I will continue to use the term %ymbol"to avoid confusion
with real-world objects.
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The Cassie FEVAHR
grounds some of its symbols in
perception by "aligning" some of its SNePSKL terms
with sub-KL descriptions.
A description is a pair,
(color, shape), where each of color and shape is a number or symbol that can be used by the PMLwor lower
levels to find the real or simulated objects. In the Garnet simulation, these are symbols imported from the
Garnet packages that specify the color and shape of the
Garnet objects. In the Nomadrobot, these are numbers
which, when passed as arguments to SALC functions,
designate the appropriate colors and shapes to the vision system. Table 1 shows the descriptions of Stu,
KL term
Stu
Bill
green
red
robots

ASCII World Description
(WORLD:YELLOW,
WORLD:SQUARE)
(WORLD:BLUE,
WORLD:SQUARE)
(WORLD:GREEN,
NIL)
(WORLD:RED,
NIL}
(NIL,WORLD:CIRCLE)

Table 1: Descriptions aligned with KLterms
Bill, the color green, the color red, and the category
of robots in the ASCIIsimulation. Partial descriptions
are unified to get full descriptions. For example,the full
description of the green robot in the ASCIIsimulation
is (WORLD: GREEN,WORLD: CIRCLE)
Considerhow the Nomad robot FEVAHR responds
to the command,
"Findthe greenrobot."
I.TheparserfindstheSNePSterm(B6)thatrepresents
thegreenrobot.
2. ThePMLafunction
forfinding
is givenB6,findsits
description
to be (ll,22),andcallsthePMLwfunctionforfinding
something
of thatdescription.
C proce3. The PMLwfunctioncallsthe appropriate
dures,witharguments
II and22,thatdirect
thevisionsystemto movethecameras
untiltheyfocuson
something
of colorIi andshape22. The implementorsof the visionsystemhavealreadytrainedthe
visionsystem
so thatcolorIi is whatwe wouldcall
"green" and shape 22 is what we would call "spherical."
4. A SNePSterm is created that represents the belief
that Cassie has found B6.
5. Cassie expresses this belief by generating the sentence
"I found the green robot."
is placed as the
6. The PMLwsymbol WORLD:GREENIF~
value of the PMLavariable *STM*,which serves as
Cassie’s short-term iconic memory.
7. A SNePSterm is created that represents the belief
that Cassie is looking at B6.
8. Cassie expresses this belief by generating the sentence
"I am looking at the green robot."
In the process, Cassie demonstrates her understanding
of "green" and of "robot" by the Nomadrobot’s ac-
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tually turning its cameras to focus on the green robot
(ball).
The following is an exampleof an interaction with the
ASCII version of the FEVAHR.Sentences preceded by
":" are input; sentences beginning with *’The FEVAttR"
are the ASCII simulations of FEVAHR
actions; the
other sentences are Cassie’s output.
: Find the green robot.
The FEVAHR is lookingfor something
that’s GREEN and a CIRCLE.
The FEVAHR found WORLD:GREENIE.
I found the green robot.
The FEVAHR is lookingat WORLD:GREENIE.
I am lookingat the green robot.
The fact that the descriptions are sub-KL symbols
captures the phenomenon of "I know what she looks
like, but I can’t describe her." They do not represent
mental entities like KL terms do. Bill is not a blue
square, and Cassie doesn’t think he is. Descriptions are
just arbitrary symbols used by the (real or simulated)
vision system to locate objects in the (real or simulated)
world. They are links that ground KRterms in objects
in the world.
The PMLavariable *STM.serves as Cassie’s iconic
short-term memory, and replaces, in the case of the
simulations, or supplements, in the case of the hardware
robot, the cameras and SALvision system. *STM*always contains the PMLw
symbol standing for the object
Cassie is currently looking at. From this symbol, the
description of the object is directly accessible. For example, in the Garnet simulation, the green robot is simulated by a structured object whose :FILLING-STYLE
slot is filled by OPAL:GREEN-FILL.
If the symbol in
*STM*satisfies the description of an object Cassie is
requested to find or look at, she doesn’t have to do
anything:
: Look at a robot.
I am lookingat the green robot.
Symbol-Grounding by Action
In addition to demonstrating her understanding of
"green" and of the shape of robots, Cassie has demonstrated her understanding of the verb "find". Similarly,
if we ask her to "Go to the green robot," the Nomad
robot will actually moveuntil it is next to the green
robot with its cameras focussing on it, demonstrating
an understanding of "go to." Using the ASCII simulation:
: Go to the green robot.
The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:GREENIE
I went to the green robot.
I am near the green robot.
If we ask the Nomadrobot to follow Bill, it will move
until it is next to Bill, and then remain next to him
even if he moves.
: FollowBill.
The FEVAHR is looking for something

that’s BLUE and a SQUARE.
The FEVAHRfound WORLD:BILL.
I foundBill,
The FEVAHRis lookingat WORLD:BILL.
I am lookingat Bill.
The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:BILL
I went to Bill.
I am near Bill.
The FEVAHR is followingWORLD:BILL
I am followingBill.
FEVAHRprimitiveactionterms includetalkto,
find,goto,follow,andstop.In thispaper,action
terms will be written as though they were function symbols taking as arguments terms denoting the objects the
action is to be performed on. The functional term, itself, represents an act. For example, the functional term
find (B6) represents the act of finding the green robot,
represented by B6.
We consider an event to be something that happens
over some time interval.
We use two eventJorming
functions:
Near(p, o): Agent p is near object
Act(p, a(o)): Agent p performs act a on object
For example, Near(B1, B6) represents the event
Cassie, represented by B1, being near the green robot,
and Act (B1, find(B6)) represents the event of Cassie
finding the green robot.
Following, being near, going-to, looking-at and finding are connected by the following KL rule (expressed
in SNePSLOG):
all(p)(Agent
=> all(o)(Thing(o)
=> {Precondition(Act(p,
follow(o)),
Near(p,o)),
Goal(Near(p,o),
Act (p, goto (o))),
Precondition(Act
(p, goto(o))
Act(p, lookat(o))),
Goal (Act(p,lookat(o)),
Act (p, find(o)))}))

Goal(el,
e2): The proposition
that the way
achieve the goal that el occurs is to get e2 to occur.
Actions and sequences and other structures of actions
are represented and implemented in SNePS using the
SNePS Rational Engine (SNeRE) (Kumar 1996), which
also allows for action in the service of reasoning and
reasoning in the service of action (Kumar & Shapiro
1994). Precondition and Goal propositions are used
by the SNeREexecutive.
¯ If Cassie is to perform an act a and the proposition
Precondition(e, Act(B1, a)) is in or is inferable
from the KL knowledge base, then before performing
the act, Cassie must achieve that event e occurs.
¯ If Cassie is to achieve that event e occurs and the
proposition Goal(e, Act(B1, a)) is in or is inferable from the KL knowledge base, then Cassie performs the act a.
(The individual constant B1 is not built into SNeRE.
Instead, SNeREuses whatever term is the value of the
variable *I. See below for a discussion of *I.)
Actions (and, by extension, the acts they are the actions of) may be primitive or composite. Composite
acts are decomposedby the SNeREexecutive. If Cassie
is to perform the composite act a, and the proposition
Plan(a, b) is in or is inferable from the KLknowledge
base, then Cassie, instead, performs b. Presumably, b
is a primitive act which constitutes a plan for accomplishing a. The FEVAHR
knows of two such plans:
all(o)(Thing(o)=> Plan(lookat(o),find(o)))
all(a)(Agent
=> Plan(help(a),
snsequence
(talkto(a),follow(a)))
The primitive
action snsequenceis provided by
SNeRE, and performs its argument acts in order.
For other primitive actions provided by SNel~E, see
(Shapiro & The SNePS Implementation Group 1998).
Terms denoting primitive actions are grounded by
aligning them with PMLafunctions, which call PMLw
functions. PMLafunctions do a bit more than just
call their PMLwversions. What else they do will be
discussed in a later section.
For Cassie to perform an act represented by some
primitive act term, the PMLafunction aligned with
the action term is called, and given the argument
terms as its arguments. For example, the SNePS term
find is aligned with the PMLafunction findfun. So
find(B6) is performed by c~lllng the CommonLisp
function findfun on the argument B6. findfun retrieves the description aligned with B6, and calls the
function WORLD
:FIND-0BJ with that description as its
argument.
The primitive action goto is aligned with the PMLa
functiongofun,gofunworksby callingWORLD:GOT{]
on the value of *STM*.Thus the FEVAHR goes to
whatever
it is looking
at,butsincelooking
at an entityis a precondition
forgoingto it,andlooking
at

That is,
¯ A precondition of an agent’s following an object is
that the agent is near the object.
¯ The way to achieve the goal that an agent is near an
object is for the agent to go to the object.
¯ A precondition of an agent’s going to an object is
that the agent is looking at the object.
¯ The way to achieve the goal that an agent is looking
at an object is for the agent to find the object.
Both Precondition and Goal take two events as arguments, and form terms representing propositions:
Precondition (el, e2) : The proposition that in order
for event el to occur, event e2 must be occurring.
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an entity is achieved by finding it, and finding an entity results in *STM*being set properly, it all works
correctly. *STM*is a key link connecting vision (finding/looking) with action (going), and both of them with
language and reasoning. This assumes, of course, eyebody coordination--that
the FEVAHR
can successfully
go to what it is looking at. This is the responsibility
of the robotics folks and the various simulation implementors.
Thus, symbols representing colors, objects, and categories of objects are grounded in perception, while symbols representing actions are grounded in behavior, and
behavior is directed at the correct objects by eye-body
coordination.

The input analyzer interprets first person pronouns to
refer to *YOU,interprets second person pronouns to refer to *I, and interprets "here" to refer to the location
of *YOU.Similarly, the generator uses first person pronouns to refer to *I, uses second person pronouns to
refer to *YOU,and uses the value of *NOW
to help determine the tense of generated sentences.
The following shows the use of indexicals by the
ASCII version of the FEVAHR.
: Come here.
The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:STU
I came to you.
I am near you.

First-Person

: Who am I?
you are a person
and your name is ’Stu’.

Privileged

Knowledge

Knowledge of what one is physically doing does not
have to be obtained by reasoning. For example, although you might have to reason to decide that I am
currently sitting down, I do not. This is called "firstperson privileged knowledge." Cassie acts by executing the PMLafunction associated with an action term.
This PMLafunction creates the SNePS term that represents Cassie’s belief that she is doing the act, adds
this term to the KL knowledge base, and gives it to
the English generator for output. (These are some of
the additional operations performed by PMLafunctions
mentioned above.) Since the belief is created by the act
itself, it is justified true belief, i.e., knowledge,and since
it is created by Cassie’s ownaction, it is first-person
priviliged knowledge.
The proposition that an agent p performs some action a on some object o at some time t is represented
by a functional term (see (Shapiro 1993)) of the form
0ccurs(Act(p,
a(o)), t). For example, the
sition that Cassie found the green robot at the time
represented by B13 is represented by Occurs (Act (B1,
find(B6)), B13). Recall that find(B6) is performed
by calling findfun on the argument B6. The operations
that findfun performs include creating B13 to represent the time of finding (see below), and creating, asserting, and expressing 0ccurs(Act (B1, find(B6)),
BI3).
The Representation

: Who have you talkedto?
I am talkingto you.
: Talk to Bill.
The FEVAHR is startingto talk to WORLD:BILL
I am talkingto you.
: Come here.
The FEVAHR is lookingfor something
that’s BLUE and a SQUARE.
The FEVAHR found WORLD:BILL.
I foundyou.
The FEVAHRis lookingat WORLD:BILL.
I am lookingat you.
The FEVAHE is going to WORLD:BILL
I came to you.
I am near you.
: Who am I?
you are a person
and your name is ’Bill’.
: Who are you?
I am the FEVAHK
and my name is ’Cassie’.
: Who have you talked to?
I talkedto Stu
and I am talkingto you.
Notice that
¯ Cassie’s interpretation of "here" and ’T’ depend on
whois talking to her.
¯ Cassie addresses whomevershe is talking to as "you,"
but refers to Stu as "Stu" whentalking to Bill.
¯ Cassie understands that when Stu or Bill use "you"
they mean her, and she has beliefs about herself
which she expresses using "I."
¯ Cassie uses present tense when reporting who she is
currently talking to, but past tense to report past in-

and Use of Indexicals

Indexicals are words whose meanings are determined
by the occasion of their use, such as ’T’, "you", "now",
"then", "here", and "there". Cassie understands and
can use a set of indexicals with the aid of a triple,
(,I, .YOU, ,NOW),of values, based on the "Deictic Center" of (Duchan, Bruder, & Hewitt 1995):
*I is the SNePSterm that represents Cassie, herself;
*YOUis the SNePS term that represents
Cassie is currently talking to;
*NOWis the SNePSterm that represents
time.

whomever
the current
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stances of talking, even though those instances were
reported in the present tense while they were occurring.

: Who are you looking at?
I am looking at you.

The interpretation
of indexicais is done by the analysis grammar, and the generation of indexicals is done
by the generation
grammar. The SNePS representation
is not affected. B5 is the interpretation
of ’T’ when Bill
says ’T’, and the interpretation
of "Bill" when Stu says
"Bill." When Cassie wants to refer to the individual
represented by B5 to Stu, she uses the referring expression "Bill", and when she wants to refer to him to Bill,
she uses "you."

: Find Bill.
The FEVAHR is looking for something
that’s BLUE and a SQUARE.
The FEVAHR found WORLD:BILL.
I found Bill.
The FEVAHR is looking at WORLD:BILL.
I am looking at Bill.

A Personal

: Who are you looking at?
I looked at you
and I am looking at Bill.

Sense

of

Time

As mentioned above, Cassie’s deictic center includes
the variable
*NOW,which always contains the SNePS
term that represents the current time. We use the relations AFTERand DURINGto relate times (we may use
additional temporal relations in the future), so Cassie
can have beliefs about what she is doing vs. what she
did in the past, and so she can have beliefs about the
temporal ordering of her past actions. The question is
when should *NOWmove? The simple answer is whenever Cassie acts, but how *NOWmoves is more involved.
We categorize Cassie’s actions into punctual actions
and durative actions, as well as into several modalities.
Based on the Garnet simulation,
we consider finding,
going, and stopping to be punctual actions (but this
presents a problem for the Nomad version--see
below),
and talking, looking, and following to be durative actions. Finding, going, looking, and following are all in
one modality, while talking is in another modality. (See
Table 2.) An action in one modality must interrupt
anpunctual
speech/hearing
vision/motion

find"
goto, stop

Table 2: Categorization

: Who are you talking to?
I am talking to you.
: Follow a red robot.
The FEVAHR is looking for something
that’s RED and a CIRCLE.
The FEVAHR found WORLD:REDROB-2.
I found a red robot.
The FEVAHR is looking at WORLD:REDROB-2.
I am looking at a red robot.
The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:REDROB-2
I went to a red robot.
I am near a red robot.
The FEVAHR is following WORLD:REDROB-2
I am following a red robot.
: Who are you talking to?
I am talking to you.

durative
talkto
lookat
follow

: Who am I?
you are a person
andyour name is CStu’.
: Stop.
The FEVAHR is stopping.
I stopped.

of actions

other action in the same modality that is directed at another object (Cassie must stop looking at Stu in order
to find Bill, but not in order to go to Stu.), but needn’t
interrupt
an action in the other modality (Cassie can
continue talking to Stu while going to a red robot). We
classify
stopping in the same modality as looking and
following,
because for the current FEVAHRthose are
the durative actions that stopping stops. (See (Crangle
& Suppes 1994, pp. 159-172) for a more involved discussion of the problems of "saying ’stop’ to a robot.")

: Who are you looking at?
I looked at you
and I looked at Bill
and I looked at a red robot.
: Who are you following?
I followed a red robot.
: Who are you talking to?
I am talking to you.

: Who are you looking at?
I am looking at you.

The movement of *NOW depends on whether the action to be doneis punctualor durative:

: Come here.
The FEVAHR is going to WORLD:STU
I came to you.
I am near you.

punctual: The action is performed at a new time
which is AFTER the curent *NOW;an additionaltime
term is createdwhichis AFTERthe time of the act;
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and *NOW
is movedto this latest time.
durative: The action is performed at a new time which
is AFTER
the curent *NOW;
an additional time term is
created which is DURING
the time of the act; and *NOW
is movedto this latest time.
In addition, if any durative action was being done before
this action was started, and that action is either in a
different modality from this one, or is directed to the
same object as this one is, then the new *NOW
is also
asserted to be DURING
the time of that action.
All the operations discussed in this subsection are
carried out by the PMLafunctions, and this completes
the discussion of what the PMLafunctions do. To
summarize, each PMLafunction: calls the appropriate PMLwfunction to effect the action; if appropriate, changes the values of *YOUand *STM*;creates one
or more new time terms, creates propositions relating
them, and updates the value of *NOW;creates a proposition that Cassie has done (or is doing) the action, and
generates an English expression of that proposition.
Low-Level
Bodily
Awareness
Although the creation of action beliefs by PMLafunctions captures the notion of first-person privileged
knowledge, it is not good enough to capture the timing of durative actions for the Nomadrobot version
of the FEVAHR,nor for any version for which PMLc
and lower levels operate as processes separate from and
asynchronous to the KL and PMLaprocesses. In those
cases, the PMLafunctions and the PMLwfunctions
they call only initiate the actual bodily actions; they
terminate before the bodily actions are complete. Moreover, find and goto, which I categorized as punctual
actions above, are durative actions for the real robot.
WhenCassie says "I went to Bill" it is because the
PMLafunction responsible for going to Bill has executed, but the robot, under control of the SALis probably still movingacross the floor. To solve this problem, and make Cassie more accurately aware of what
her body is doing, we must have feedback all the way
from the SALto the KL.
The Nomad robot version of the FEVAHR
uses vision to avoid obstacles on its path. Therefore, while it
is going to Bill or any other object as a result of a specific command,it may look at and avoid other objects
in its way. Feedback from the SALto the KLis needed
to make the FEVAHR
"consciously aware" of these objects, so that, for example, it could accurately answer
the questions "What are you looking at?" or "What
have you looked at."
In addition, the current domain rules for FEVAHR
actions assume that a sequence of actions such as is illustrated here (with the "The FEVAHR
..." print-outs
deleted to save space):
: Go to the green robot
and then go to Bill and help him.
I found the green robot.
I am lookingat the green robot.
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I went to the green robot.
I am near the green robot.
I foundBill.
I am lookingat Bill.
I went to Bill.
I am near Bill.
I am talkingto you.
I came to you.
I am near you.
I am followingyou.
may be performedas quicklyas the PMLa and PMLw
functionsallow.~Vhenthis commandwas givento
the hardwarerobot,the PMLafunctions
executedso
quickly
thatwe didn’tevennoticeit malting
anymovementtoward
thegreenrobot.
It seemed
to skipthefirst
command,andjustimmediately
go to Bill.Thismust
be changed
so thatsubsequent
actions
in a sequence
are
performed
whenand onlywhenSAL feedbackand sensoryactions
indicate
thattheearlier
actions
havebeen
completed.
It is alsoclearfromthisASCIIsimulation
thatCassieshouldnotperform
an actionwhosegoalis
alreadyaccomplished.
We beganto addresstheseproblems
duringthefinal stagesof the NomadFEVAHRproject,and will
continue
as we transfer
theembodied
Cassieto a new
domain.

UXO Remediation
Weare currently in the process of transferring the FEVAHR
implementation to a robot that will perform the
"unexploded ordnance (UXO) remediation" task. This
robot will operate on a rectangular field in which are
some unexploded land mines, or other ordnance. The
robot will have to find a UXO,and either carry it to a
drop-off place at a corner of the field, or set a charge on
it to blow it up, meanwhilemovingto a safe place. The
robot will also have to sense whenits batteries are low,
and then interrupt what it is doing to go to a recharge
station and recharge them. The robot will have to be
able to report at any time what it is doing and where
it is in the field. As with the FEVAHR,
we will develop
the KL and PMLalevels of the UXOrobot using simulations of the lower levels and of the world, and then
transfer these upper levels to real robot hardware.
Summary
Mycolleagues and I have been engaged in a series of
projects in which Cassie, the SNePScognitive agent,
has been incorporated into a hardware or softwaresimulated cognitive robot. In this paper, I gave an
overview of these projects, and discussed some of the
ways emboF]iment influences the creation and meaning
of the agent’s beliefs and other terms in its knowledge
base.
The knowledge base resides at the Knowledge Level
(KL), the locus of "conscious" reasoning. All the entities the robot can think about and discuss are represented at the KL by terms of SNePS, the KR&:Rsystem

used to implement the KL. Object, property, and category terms are grounded by aligning them with sub-KL
descriptions that are used by a real or simulated vision system to locate objects in the real or simulated
world, and place sub-KL representations
of them in
*STM*a variable that is the robot’s short-term iconic
memory. Action terms are grounded by aligning them
with sub-KL functions that carry out the represented
actions, using *STM*and/or the hardware vision system to effect eye-body coordination. Action functions
insert into the knowledgebase beliefs that they are being done, so that the robot has first-person privileged
knowledge of its actions. Action functions also insert
into the knowledge base terms representing the times
the actions are done, and beliefs that give temporal
relations among the times, providing the robot with
a personal sense of time. The robot can understand
and use indexical words by using a deictic center of
variables((*I, *YOU,*NOW))
containing the terms representing: the robot itself; the person it is talking with;
and the current time. The latter two variables are updated by the action functions, so the robot’s sense of
its place in the world comes from its embodied aspect
rather than from thinking about it.
Although the sub-KL symbols and functions we have
been using do capture these notions of embodiment, we
need to give the KL feedback from even lower bodily
levels of the robot architecture, so that the robot has a
better idea of what it is doing, and when it has accomplished its tasks.
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